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Concepts in Organizational Behavior 

Emotional Intelligence (EI) (Chapter 1) 

Emotional intelligence is the most defined concept as perceiving, using, understanding, 

managing, and handling emotions. Those individuals with high emotional intelligence can easily 

recognize their emotions and those of others. However, the use of emotional information guides 

our thinking and behavior that are discerned between different feelings and labels them 

according. According to the chapter reading, emotional intelligence is a significant component 

for helping people to adapt to a challenging environment (Konopaske et al., 2018). The history of 

emotional intelligence can be traced back to 1964 and gained popularity in writing in 1995when 

it became an essential knowledge for defining skills and characteristics of leadership 

performances. Self-awareness, social awareness, relationship management, and self-management 

and are the known dimensions of EI. For instance, self-awareness is one of four dimensions of 

EI, which happens when the individual understands what they are feeling and use those 

preferences to guide their decision-making process (Konopaske et al., 2018). Self-awareness 

strives for one to have a truthful valuation of their capabilities and establish the ground for 

gaining self-confidence in making decisions. Self-awareness is an individual ability to make 

accurate identification of the emotions of others and understand what exactly is going on with 

them. Leaders have to leave what they regularly engage in to start practicing social awareness 

skills through interactions with their lead people. Self-management entails the capability of an 

individual to control impulsive feelings and behaviors as one way of managing their emotions in 

healthy ways, taking the initiative, adapting to the changing environment, and following through 

on commitments (Konopaske et al., 2018). People with this emotional intelligence can recognize 

their emotions and how they affect their thoughts and behaviors. Lastly, relationship 
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management focuses on handling emotions in a relationship effectively and accurately 

understanding the social situation as well as networks to persuade others to follow your decision. 

Therefore, these dimensions of emotional intelligence are critical for transformational leadership. 

Besides, emotional intelligence pros are that it is not genetic or a natural talent as one can 

learn the skills and be equipped with all four dimensions. Despite some people being naturally 

better than others, learning programs can still develop emotional intelligence skills. Another 

advantage of EI is that it can help reduce bullying as it allows one to understand their emotions 

and others. Thus, such skills can help one to stop causing harm to others since they develop 

negative feelings of harming them internally (Konopaske et al., 2018). EI improves individual 

social effectiveness through the skills acquired at all levels. It reduces the likelihood of engaging 

in personally destructive behaviors as they will have enhanced their skills to manage their 

emotions. When one understands their emotions, making a decision becomes easier as they are 

supported with informed, logical supporting ideas. Despite EI being advantageous, it equally has 

disadvantages, including manipulating people and preventing others from using their critical 

thinking skills (Konopaske et al., 2018). Failure to understand how emotional intelligence 

functions can worsen uncontrolled emotions and decrease logical thinking. It takes time for 

people to develop emotional intelligence skills and is something that not all people can acquire. 

Emotional intelligence plays a significant role in the growth of a professional career by ensuring 

one is elf-motivated and has a sense of ambition. People with high emotional intelligence are not 

concerned with money as a striving factor in their careers but work toward achieving their future 

goals. EI application in a career helps develop self-awareness, which is influential for our 

personal and organizational growth. Thus, self-awareness is more evidence for workers with high 

EI as they become aware of understanding and realizing how their actions can impact others. 
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Mentoring (Chapter 2) 

On the other hand, chapter two discusses mentoring, which is defined as the ability to 

empower others through experience, knowledge, and connection in the field. The essence of 

mentoring is to equip workers with skills that are essential for leading future success by ensuring 

they gain the best practices. The functions of mentoring are underpinned by career-related 

support and emotional support (Konopaske et al., 2018). Career-related support happens because 

the mentors are in a senior position to those they are mentoring and use their influences to 

empower others. It assists the mentee to be familiar with organizational life, gain exposure, and 

acquire promotion. Mentoring helps in developing talents and support mentee to develop a 

positive reputation about the organizational operations. Another function of mentoring is to 

provide emotional and psychological support for the mentee to advance in their careers 

(Konopaske et al., 2018). Mentorship is about strengthening the relationship among people, 

which creates a conducive working environment for everyone. People who undergo mentorship 

program remains emotionally motivated, and they are psychologically prepared to face the 

challenges ahead. Emotional stability is significant for job performance and creates a workforce 

with effective social interactions. Self-blaming is avoided when people undergo mentorship and 

remain focused throughout their employment period. Mentorship functions toward improving the 

psychological response of people through motivations and rewards when one does exemplary 

work. Thus, psychological mentoring helps establish stable relationships to enhance an 

individual sense of competence, effectiveness, and identity in a professional role. 

Further, initiation, cultivation, separation, and redefinition are the four phases of 

mentoring. Initiation is the primary stage of the mentoring process where the mentor and mentee 

get to know each other to build a relationship. They discuss their common interest, future goals, 
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dreams, and value at this stage, which can be a challenge if not addressed well. The second stage 

is negotiation, where the mentor and mentee build a relationship with the goals they aim to 

achieve (Anderson, 2021). They agree on the initial expectation and design strategies of meeting 

them as part of their target. For instance, the stage set the platform for prioritizing the areas 

required for achieving the mentorship program. Negotiation also allows the mentors to set 

governing rules for the exercise and create ground limits for each other, including shared 

responsibilities. At this stage, it has proven to be effective for mentors and mentees to be familiar 

with what everyone needs to accomplish at the end of the session (Anderson, 2021). Growth is 

the third state of a mentoring relationship built on the trust and expectation discussed. For 

instance, the stage allows the mentoring partners to begin working toward the set goals and 

mission. Closure becomes the last stage of mentoring, which entails assessment of accomplished 

goals and identifying the challenges that might have been experienced throughout the mentoring 

process. Both the mentor and mentee benefit from the closure stage as they get the opportunity to 

harvest what they have learned and apply them in real-life situations (Anderson, 2021). 

Therefore, the four mentorship phases play a significant role in guiding the mentors toward the 

goals of the program and empowering them with skills required at each level to avoid confusion 

from arising. 

Intrinsic and Extrinsic Reward (Chapter 7) 

An Intrinsic reward is a nontangible reward given to a person for recognition, conscious 

satisfaction, and a sense of achievement. For instance, it forms part of acknowledgment for doing 

something right or assisting someone in getting better. The people who are directed involved 

with the recognizable performance get the award (Anderson, 2021). While an extrinsic reward 

can be defined as an award that is physical given to an individual because of their performance, 
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and they are tangible. For instance, being awarded a certificate for accomplishment can be an 

extrinsic reward or getting a trophy or medal after winning a race. Since extrinsic reward is 

tangible, they are given to people who are directly involved in the activity. Therefore, extrinsic 

rewards are meant to reward performers for their exemplary performance or behaviors 

(Anderson, 2021). However, the strength of intrinsic rewards is that it motivates the staff 

members to be determined toward the organizational goal since it forms part of their professional 

fulfillment. For instance, allowing the workers to do a community service project of their choices 

can make them give their best since there is a sense of personal fulfillment in it. The weakness of 

intrinsic rewards is underpinned by a lack of morale from other workers who are not awarded as 

they feel their roles are not recognized or valued. The positives of extrinsic rewards are that it 

increases workers' collective efforts as everyone becomes determined to be a winner. Peer 

pressure to succeed motivates workers to fulfill their objectives. Also, the weakness of extrinsic 

rewards is that they lead to intimidation among the low-performers who are frustrated with 

higher achievers (Anderson, 2021). Staff members who cannot perform under pressure cannot 

benefit from awards and are negatively motivated, adversely affecting the organization's overall 

operations. 

Moreover, extrinsic motivation comes from outside the effort of an individual, while 

intrinsic comes from within. However, both extrinsic and intrinsic have a different effects on the 

behavior of an individual. For instance, internally motivated people become less concerned with 

extrinsic rewards (Anderson, 2021). Intrinsic motivation reduces in a situation where external 

rewards are offered to someone for fining a certain job or when they do minimal work. Intrinsic 

and extrinsic motivation helps in enhancing the skills of workers by allowing them to undergo 

extra learning. It creates a competitive environment for workers as everyone is determined to 
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achieve their personal and organizational goals. The students feel more competitive in a 

classroom when they are subjected to extrinsic motivators. Rewards of any type are determined 

to motivate individuals to improve their performances and increase creativity when they are 

utilized well. Intrinsic and extrinsic incentive drives human characteristics, but the differences 

come in how people are subjected (Anderson, 2021). Extrinsic factors are associated with job 

context and directly connect with its performance. Intrinsic rewards give people challenging task 

which involves making an informed decision and give them a high hierarchy. For instance, the 

provision of an excessive external gift for an existing internally rewarding behavior will 

automatically reduce intrinsic motivation, which is an over-justification impact. In some 

situations, extrinsic incentives can be beneficial. The benefits of reward, whether it is intrinsic or 

extrinsic, can be helpful when an individual needs to finish a particular task, which they find to 

be unpleasant (Anderson, 2021). External stimulus influences extrinsic motivation rewards, 

which should be sustainable over time. Therefore, both intrinsic and extrinsic are also 

manipulative, and humans have an instinctive dislike of such things. 
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